
DYNAMISM 
 
Dynamis is the life energy that every Being creates and exudes.  We all have our own special 
energy and we leave our personal mark on the things we create or touch.  Dynamis is the life 
energy that is emanated by Beings, and which animates and gives life to our bodies and puts our 
peculiar stamp on all of our creations. 
 
Dynamism is a philosophy based on the study of Dynamis (also known as Chi and Ki).  The study 
of Dynamis includes its properties, its creation and potentials.  It also includes methods of 
healing through the life force and its relationship to the whole person.  Dynamism is based on 
the idea that we are all Spiritual Beings who are connected to a human body, but our essence is 
not that form. 
 
Dynamism teaches that since we are here now, in the condition we are in, we should master 
whatever condition we are in, learn to live in harmony with the universe, and handle our cases.  
Our case is what causes us to create disharmony, and this disharmony adds to the solidity of the 
universe and allows our cases to degrade us further. 
 
“Case” is the bringing of old emotional baggage, misunderstandings, wrong indications, 
rationalizations, and justifications into the present moment, and superimposing them on the 
present.  Case is the entire collection of falsehoods that decay Dynamis and prevent the Being 
from having full clarity.  All case is a collection of untruths since the Being can only be pure, 
perfect and whole.  Unpleasant experiences can alter a person’s purity, tainting their Dynamis.  
The accumulation of these unpleasant experiences accompanied by the decisions, conclusions, 
resolutions, emotions and creations which they bring about, is ultimately what comprises the 
case. 
 
When something in the present is perceived to have some similarity or potential similarity to an 
unpleasant experience in the past, a gateway opens to that unpleasant experience, and all the 
emotions and ideas it contains gush into the present where they influence the present 
circumstances.  This influence is not seen.  So when a person is acting with more emotion and 
reaction than the circumstances appear to warrant, an incident from the past is most likely 
being added to the present.  What typically happens is the individual is vaguely aware that he or 
she is acting irrationally, but still feels driven to continue acting out, i.e., treating those around 
him or her as though they were the person who hurt them in the past.  In other words, the 
individual is re-experiencing a similar event from the past simultaneously with the present time 
event, thus causing an over-reaction. 
 
We use our intellects to reason why our idiosyncrasies are justifiable, why we are right to be 
jealous, mean, or to dislike an innocent soul on sight.  This reasoning strengthens our cases, and 
we believe doing this will protect us from all evils and make us “right”.  Nothing could be farther 
from the truth.  When a Being is ignorant of his true nature, he is not aware he is creating 
effects on the universe and giving the world power over himself.  As he awakens to his true self, 
he becomes more and more cognizant of what he has been doing and creating with his 
thoughts. 
 



Dynamis Clearing is a set of techniques used by a Clearing Practitioner to handle case and move 
the Being to personal sovereignty.  The true self, the immortal being, is senior to his case and 
this is why clearing can work at all.  The practitioner and viewer (the person receiving Dynamis 
Clearing) work together to clear the case – working as a team. 
 
All the evil we have experienced, perpetrated or witnessed is in our cases.  All the good is within 
our being.  If you are unhappy, angry or have other unwanted emotions, it is part of your case.  
Blame, regret, self deprecation, all these are case manifestations resulting from some 
unrelieved, unresolved thought imprinted within our case and held there because we believe it 
is survival to do so. 
 
As each old psychic impression is found and cleared, the Being’s perception of the present 
becomes much clearer, enabling that Being to live a much richer, fuller and happier life. 


